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Be absolutely certain you have the pharmacology knowledge you need to safeguard your patients

with Applied Pharmacology for the Dental Hygienist, 5th Edition. Its effective approach equips you

with a practical understanding of pharmacology concepts that will alert you to possible drug

interactions and treatment considerations in the dental office. Respected pharmacology author and

instructor Elena Haveles brings her professional expertise and academic perspective to this new

edition of Barbara Requa-Clark's authoritative coverage - from complete coverage of drugs used in

dentistry to drugs that may alter dental treatment, emergency drugs, drug interactions, drug abuse,

and the pregnant and nursing patient. This essential textbook should be a part of every dental

hygienist's educational foundation.A user-friendly approach makes essential pharmacology

concepts even more memorable, featuring a logical organization, comprehensive glossary, chapter

outlines and review questions, and informative margin notes.Standardized drug information includes

a consistent format for each drug group that lists indications, pharmacokinetics, pharmacologic

effects, adverse reactions, drug interactions, and dosages.Clinical Skills Assessment review

questions help you evaluate your knowledge of chapter material.Six informative appendixes provide

quick access to important information: Top 200 Drugs lists the most-prescribed drugs of 2005;

Medical Acronyms familiarizes you with commonly used acronyms; Medical Terminology explains

how a drug's name reveals its classification; What If... provides succinct answers to a collection of

patient-related questions; Xerostomia and Taste Changes shows a table of drugs that may cause

xerostomia and alter tastes; and Natural/Herbal Products discusses what dental professionals need

to know about common supplementsUpdated information throughout brings all coverage in line with

current practice.
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â€œThis is an incredible resource for any dental practitioner â€“ DCP and dentist alikeâ€¦.The book is

over 500 pages in all, but it is very easy to use as a reference resource due to the fact that each

chapter begins with an outline of its contents and therefore a quick scan of the first page of each

chapter will direct the reader to specific information if that is what is required. On the other hand, a

more leisurely read gives valuable background information to the aspects of pharmacology which

we take for granted on a daily basisâ€¦Important points within the text are summarised through the

use of tables and boxes which make it easier to understandâ€¦The book has a very informative

appendix section including a list of the top 200 most prescribed drugs, and what they are used for.

This book is a must on every dental practitionerâ€™s shelf â€“ it should not be restricted to the

dental hygienist!"Marina Harris. Vital, Volume 4. Winter 2007

I'm not very far into reading it, but so far the reading is very comprehensible. It seems to be

organized well. I wish there were more illustrations, such as showing pathways through the body,

etc. Otherwise, I like the book and I'm using it constantly for the class. It is not a book you just buy

and then put on your shelf.

Pharmacology for the Dental Assisting Professional...very in depth and interesting. Great layout!

REQUIRED BOOK

Received the book as described.

Good textbook, nicely presented, everything is listed and grouped in a well organised manner. The

book could do with a bit more colour. Does not contain mathematical equations needed for

pharmacy.

I like the book because I never get lost. I like the layout and how they word. The book also has

some cool stuff at the back - Appendix. Check this out.



great

great seller, highly recommended!
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